cially over circadian time scales, but changes in arousal, It is often assumed, however, that movement is the as evidenced by neural signatures in the brain, can occur only measure of arousal in less-sophisticated animals without changes in behavior. In the current study, we such as insects [4]. Nevertheless, arousal can be dissoexplore more closely the dynamic relationship between ciated from movement in predatory arthropods, which brain activity, movement, and arousal in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. We seek to define how arousal is manifested over short time scales by examining the
tion level is not equal for all frequencies (1-100 Hz) of brain activity. The higher frequencies (60-100 Hz) are more strongly correlated to movement than the lower frequencies in the 10-50 Hz range (average r ϭ 0.42 Ϯ 0.03 versus 0.22 Ϯ 0.03, respectively, P ϭ 0.00005 for the comparison between frequency ranges, N ϭ 15 flies). The very lowest frequency range examined, 1-10 Hz, also shows a stronger correlation to movement than the 10-50 Hz bracket does (P ϭ 0.03). Among the lower frequencies, the 20-30 Hz bracket shows the lowest correlation to movement during spontaneous, daytime waking activity at this recording position.
Visual Arousal Effects on Coupling
In a separate study of Drosophila LFP responses to visual stimuli, we have shown 20-30 Hz brain activity in the fly to be associated with salience effects evoked by novelty, conditioning, and selective discrimination of visual stimuli [8] . In that study, the 20-30 Hz effects were found to be independent of spontaneous, gross movement. Such movement-independent changes in 20-30 Hz activity may account for some of the 10-50 Hz trough in the profile correlating brain activity and movement ( Figures 1A and 1B) . Two distinct frequency ranges therefore emerge from these results: the lower range centered around 20-30 Hz, which is less correlated with unstimulated, waking movement but which is associated with salience-related arousal, and the higher frequencies, which are more strongly correlated with unstimulated, waking movement but less associated with salience effects [8] .
We combined both visual and movement paradigms cies by themselves changed significantly in average power for the duration of the experiment in comparison ongoing correlation between two parameters central to to the imageless control, and average movement was describing arousal: brain activity and movement. unchanged as well. Rather, it appears that visual salience (which has a characteristic 20-30 Hz response
Results
[8]) uncouples most brain LFP activity (at this medial recording position) from ongoing movement activity.
LFP-Movement Coupling
The correlation level between movement and brain LFP We monitored spontaneous fly movement in 5 s bins activity appears to depend on the fly's arousal state with an electrode implanted into the thorax (see Experias well as on the frequency bracket examined. In the mental Procedures and [7] ) and simultaneously refollowing experiments we examine the relationship becorded brain activity from electrodes inserted 75-100 tween the correlation phenotype and arousal more m into the medial protocerebrum (mpc) with a referclosely by focusing on movement activity and two LFP ence electrode in the eye. Dye released from the mpc frequency ranges: 20-30 Hz because of its association electrode tip showed that this brain-recording position to salience effects and 80-90 Hz as a contrasting range in adult CS females is level with the base of the mushthat is more correlated to movement. room bodies, above the esophagus and in the vicinity of the central complex [7] . The simultaneous recordings of spontaneous movement from the thoracic electrode
Overnight Coupling Dynamics
The preceding correlation studies were all performed and brain activity from the mpc revealed a correlation profile for this recording position (Figure 1) . The correlafor short time periods (200 s, or 40 five-second bins) s activity data (data from a sample fly are shown in the left panel of Figure 3A ). In all six flies, the correlation between brain activity and movement decreased during several consecutive hours of the night compared to the first two hours of the night ( Figure 3A , right panels display collapsed averages). Both frequency ranges showed a proportionally similar decrease in correlation to movement. These decreases did not necessarily occur during the same contiguous hours in all animals. This "correlation trough" was maximal in hours 6-7 after dark for four flies and hours 3-4 for two flies. Average correlation levels increased later in the night ( Figure 3A , hours 11-12) to pre-trough levels, before the lights were turned back on. Average hourly movement and average LFP amplitude at both 20-30 and 80-90 Hz also decrease during the night ( Figures 3B and 3C, right panels; cf. [7] ), but the decrease of either is not significant during the respective "correlation trough" hours compared to the first two hours of the experiments. Thus, the loss of correlation between brain activity and movement cannot be ac- Hz), compared to the correlation levels seen immediately The correlation was analyzed for six flies kept in after the resumption of movement (Table 1 ). Brain activsealed and humidified chambers during overnight (12 ity and movement are thus more uncoupled immediately hr) experiments performed in complete darkness. All before quiescence as well as during contiguous hours animals were still alive and moving in the morning after of the night. lights were turned back on. Average movement activity during the first daylight hour after the experiments was not significantly different from pre-experiment levels Arousal Thresholds and Coupling Dynamics Sleep is typically associated with immobility, but de-(0.90 Ϯ 0.35 compared to levels set at 1.0 for the prior daylight session). For each hour of the night, the correlatermining sleep in an animal is also contingent on testing arousal thresholds by measuring behavioral respontion coefficient between brain activity (20-30 Hz, 80-90 Hz) and movement was calculated from averages of 5 siveness to a stimulus [4]. Because we now find that the average correlation between movement and brain thresholds throughout the night, as in Nitz et al. [7] . Responsiveness to arousing stimuli (measured by inactivity is dynamic during the night and that sleep is preceded by uncoupling, we questioned whether the creased movement following mechanical taps or light flashes) was analyzed in terms of the preceding level of loss of correlation between brain and body was similarly associated with altered behavioral responsiveness to a correlation between movement and brain activity. Using an automated online paradigm (See Figure 4A and Extest stimulus, as was shown for sleep [7] .
Six additional flies were prepared for testing arousal perimental Procedures), we periodically scanned the thoracic channel for brief epochs (5 s) of immobility before delivering a stimulus, so that all subsequent behavioral responses were compared with this baseline 
